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Compliance Management Solutions

Clarmon and partner CSols will showcase QAvalid™
at Pitcon 2008 - Booth #5162
Clarmon Corporation will be presenting QAvalid, its advanced compliance management application at PITTCON 2008 at the
Ernest N. Morial Convention Center in New Orleans, Louisiana, March 1-7.
QAvalid significantly reduces the time needed to produce and maintain documented evidence for validation, qualification and
other compliance processes. Visitors will be able to see a live demonstration at booth 5162, where Clarmon and its U.S. partner
CSols Inc. are located.
QAvalid is fully integrated with Microsoft Word and allows its users to work in a familiar way while providing all the benefits of a
centrally controlled application. Related documents and processes are linked and content is controlled from creation and approval
through to ongoing usage. Automatic audit trails, electronic signatures and a strong role based security model ensure full regulatory compliance.

About Clarmon Corporation
Clarmon Corporation provides integrated software applications for the management of structured content within a number of
target industries. Most of Clarmon’s clients to date have been in the Pharmaceutical, Biotechnology and Medical Device Industries.
Through its QAvalid application Clarmon provides a powerful tool to allow companies to achieve regulatory compliance faster and
easier. By removing tedious manual tasks for Quality Assurance, QAvalid drives costs down, and diminishes the risk of
non-compliance.
Clarmon Corporation is headquartered in London, with a development and consultancy team in Bucharest Romania and sales
staff in Dubai and Singapore.
For more information about Clarmon Corporation, please visit www.clarmon.com.

About CSols
Csols is an internationally acclaimed laboratory and informatics company that works with major Pharmaceutical and Biotechnology companies providing optimized software solutions.
Csols offer a range of services that focus on Laboratory Informatics Selection, Implementation and Validation. The company
possesses advanced expertise in all major commercial LIMS and Chromatography Data Systems.
CSols has offices in the US and UK with a sampling of clients that includes AstraZeneca, Bristol-Myers Squibb, Eli Lilly, GlaxoSmithKline, Merck, and Novartis.
For more information about CSols please visit www.CSolsInc.com.
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